
Bill To:
Andrew Sexton
9448 Lake Shore Blvd
Bratenahl, OH.
44108

Invoice

Item Description Quantity Rate Amount
repaircrankjourn
al

Repair damaged crank journal, magna flux for
cracks, nitride heat treat, polish journal, clean
galleys (retail $499)

1 449.00 449.00

Bearing25 Custom Ducati Con rod Bearing for repaired crank
journals

4 39.95 159.80

Resize Rod Resize Con Rod big end (2) 1 149.00 149.00
Install Rods Install Rods on Crank: Clean crank galleys, loctite

gallet plugs, size con rod bearings and torque rod
bolts 1.5 hours (retail $149)

1 50.00 50.00

ship/hand/ins Shipping/Handling/Insurance 1 38.56 38.56
Sales Tax 0.00% 0.00

Date
04/29/20

Fox Performance Engines
8485 Cow Palace Road
Peyton, CO. 80831
(719)570-9595

Invoice No.
567

P.O. Number Terms
Due on receipt

Project

Total

This invoice is a agreeement between the customer listed on this invoice and Fox Performance Engines INC/ Ben Fox.  Fox Performance Engines INC/Ben Fox will be reffered to as "FPE INC" throughtout the statements below.  The customer, end
user, reseller, dealer, distributor will be refferred to as "End User" Throughout the statements below.  These racing parts and services are intended for closed course competition purposes only and are sold "AS IS" without warranties. Fox
Performance Engines/Ben Fox specifically disclaims any warranties or merchantability or fitness for particular purpose and disclaims all responsibility for consequential and incidential damages or any other loss arising from the use of these products,
parts or services.  

Purchaser acknowledgess:  1.  That no representations regarding these parts and services, including but not limited to any representations as to their quality or performance and that the purchaser shall be responsible and bear all costs of repair or
replacement of any defect in or failure of these parts or services.  2.  That all parts and services are sold for racing purposes only and may be only installed/used on vehicles used solely in sanctioned off-highway events.  3.  That installation of these
parts may cause the vehicle to be unable to be used lawfully on public highways and the purchaser assumes all risks and expenses thereof.  All Prices are subject to change without notice.  In the event of change in price the parts applicable shall be
those in effect on the date of shipment, rather than those in effect upon date of acceptance. 4. All invoices are due on receipt. 

By receiving, accepting or paying this invoice the end user, customer, receiver, resller, distributor, dealer, agrees to these conditions: 1.  That they have no rights to any of the parts designed by FPE INC/Ben Fox.  (This means that all designs, ideas,
concepts, parts, goods listed on this invoice, may not be duplicated or reproduced by another vendor other than FPE INC/Ben Fox.)  2.  Any work performed by FPE INC/Ben Fox that includes consulting design, or machining is proprty of and
belongs solely to FPE INC/Ben Fox.  3.  Any concept, desing, idea, prototype or intellectual entity presented to FPE INC/Ben Fox by end user, customer will be considered public domain and the customer, end user has no prior explicit rights to said
things they present to FPE INC/Ben Fox. 4.  End user, customer, receiver waives any and all rights of any information they transfer to FPE INC/Ben Fox.

$846.36


